Abstract. It is proved that every function / :RHR having countably many of discontinuity points is the sum of two bilaterally quasi-continuous functions which are continuous at every continuity point of /.
THEOREM 1. If the set D(f) is countable then there are bilaterally quasicontinuous functions g,h
1-* R such that f -g + h and for each point x at which f is continuous from the right (left) both the functions g, h are also continuous from the right (left) at x.
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T. Blaszczyk, Z. Grande We say that a function / : M i -> M is cliquish if the set of points of continuity of / is dense. Note that every strong Swi §,tkowski function is Darboux and bilaterally quasicontinuous, so a part of our theorem (exept of unilateral continuity) follows from the result of A. Maliszewski. But the proof of A.Maliszewski is more complicated and especially made for his theorem than ours which we present below.
Proof of Theorem 1. For each positive integer n = 1,2,... we put A n = (x;osc/(x) > 2" n }.
Then every set A n , n > 1, is closed and countable. Without loss of the generality we can assume that every set A n +i \ A n , n > 0, is infinite. Let Ao = 0 and for n > 1 let
For each point ai.fc, k > 1, we find closed nondegenerate intervals
where int denotes the interior operation, such that 
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• if / is continuous from the right (left) at the point a n< k, k -1,2,..., then oo IJ/n.fe.t C (-00, «",*) i=1 oo ((J/n,fc,i C (a" ifc ,oo)); ¿=1 • if / is discontinuous from the right (left) at the point a n> k, k = 1,2,..., then for each real r there is a positive integer i such that
n ( a n,k,a n ,k + r) ^ 0 
/"(a;) = 0 otherwise on R. 5o = /, 9n = 9n-1 + /n and = h n -i -f n .
We can observe by induction that 
